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that what is really required is that we launv the premises as well as kllow
their relevance to the conclusion claimed to be known.

It is also necessary before a valid claim to know P can be made that 1
1":11011' and here again not mere] y entertain, sllspect or believe that the pre-
mises entail the conclusion and to .describe this condition as " being n:~/lf
about the relatiou of the evidence to the conclusion" docs not make this
explicit.

1 would however like to point out that although a valid claim to know
]I involves knowing the premises and their implications which show the truth
of p, it is by no means necessary to a valid claim to know p that I should have
previously consciously entertained these premises and seen that they were
true or have gOlle through the proof which ensures that these premises
entail P: It is sufficient that I should be able to say what these evidential
premises are and show their relevance and relation to the conclusion if
challenged, so that knowledge of these premises as also the tact that they
entail what is claimed to be known need only be dispositional and not
necessarily actual. But what is important is that when the criteria for
knowiug p are thus stated with sonic degree of clarity they involve a
necessary rcfcrence to kllO/pillg, thus making the definition of knowledge
in terms of evidence (in cases where evidence is relevant) circular.

K. N. JAYATILLEKE
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Technical and

Poetry
ifAesthetic Theories

in Sanskrit
rI,,",HE Indian conception of poetry in its technical and aesthetic aspects

is, indeed, distinct] y represented in the early and later stages of Sanskrit
poetical theory, respectively. The study of these aspects, which

we attempt in this paper, is all the more significant and interesting in view
of the same distinction established in Western art criticism, which speaks
of the early acceptance, (according to critics like Collingwood) ill Greek
and ancient Western literature, of the technical or technic criteria in art
appreciation whereas the moderns 'without e111phasising that aspect of art,
consider aesthetic criteria and standards as more valuable in the evaluation
of what is termed 'a work of art.'

The technical theory of art has been primarily advanced in order to
interpret and explain the artistic activity, centering round the production
of artifacts among primitive peoples throughout the world. It was later
extended in its scope to cover literary activity, too, because it was felt by

. some that the theory fitted into the 'craft' of poctry, which apparent! y
cmployed similar techniques and devices. I

A. technical theory of poetry, exactly similar to that of the Greek
theorists (outlined by Collingwood),2 had been conceived by the ancient
Indian poets and poet-theorists of the Rgveda as early as the second millen-
ium B.C. Though considered barren by many from the point of view of
poetical theory, the Rgveda yields abundant information about the poetical
processes and techniques the authors (of the hymns) employed in the writing
of poetry and the views they held about the function of words and their
significance in poetry. We often come across references made to the
pocts who take special care to compose an original hymn (navyam braluna).
Sometimes the' composer' of a hymn refers to the devices he uses to make
the composition look more original than that of his rival. These devices
are, in his opinion, analogous to the methods and means employed by a
weaver, chariot-maker, carpenter or smith-all common vocations among
the Aryans-producing an artifact. Thus a hymn speaks of his art in such
tenus as these,

1. See R. G. Collingwood-The Principles ofArt, Chapter II-Art and O',,/i-for a full discussion
of the technical theory of art.

2. Collingwood, op. cir., pp. 17-1H.
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lndra braluna hi yamana jusasva
ya te ~avi::;tha navyn akarrna
vastrcva bhadra sukrtu vasuyu
ratham na dhtrab svapii atal,\~al!l} (l.~v. V. 29.15).

where, the poet, Gaurivtti, asks Indra to take delight in his new poem
which he has £1shioned in the same way as a 'maker' turns out beautiful
robes or as a carpenter makes a chariot." This analogy and similar others
are often used by the poets, especialt y, in the Family Books, to describe
the aptness and effectiveness of the new poetical devices invented by the 111.
The most striking parallelism is drawn, in another [iymn," between the
art of decking a horse and the artistic technique of the poet, where the neces-
sity to chose and arrange words with due regard to metre and rhythm,
not ignoring the decorative function of 'the alaukaras,' is signifICantly
compared to the efforts employed in grooming the horse and rendering
it fit for the fray. We observe, therefore, that the technical theory of
poetry, which emerges from the Rgveda, is something consistent with
their general approach to art and life, which was viewed more fr011l11tilitarian
ends than from the strictly aesthetic angle.

It is dear, nevertheless, that this conception of poetry is particularly
associated with the older strata of the Rgveda, as suggested by the Family
Books, where the connexion between poetry and the crafts, known to the
Aryans, had been established on the basis of technical skill. At a later
period (in the parts of the Rgveda considered relatively late) the more
reflective among the poets, or-we may even call them-poet-theorists
began to thcorisc on the efforts of earlier and contemporary poets. As the
efficacy of their prayers and supplications to the deities depended on the
correct and purposeful use of language attention was directed to the power
of words, in their literary function and in their religious function as a means
of obtaining divine knowledge.

In the hymn,6discnssing the theme of Knowledge (Jila nam}, the varied
functions of Yak (Speech) as it impressed on the author, Drhaspati,. are
mentioned. It describes, at the outset, how language originated when
names were given to various objects and how great value was attached
to their meaning, which is described as something hidden (guha). it

3. The use of the root ,ytak~ (atuksam) here is very siljnificl1lt as shown by the followilllj

parallelisms.
See Burrow-Sanskrit Langualje § 9. p. 79. Skt. t'lk,~ •• to construct ill wood (as a carpenter)"

Avcstan-tas, Greek-techne (art) «tck, t6kton .. carpenter" (cp. Skt. taksau-carpcntcr ")
4. See Diwckar-Les Fleur de Rhetoriquc dans l'Indc p. 5.
5. See Rv. J. 130.6
6. Rv. X. 71.
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resorts to the simile of' men sifting corn-flour in a cribble '? to illustrate
how the' wise' chose their language, and proceeds also to speak of various
types of people, who conld be graded according to the impressions they
receive from Speech (vak), In the commentary to the hymn Sayat~a
uses expressions like "vaci arthajFiii/lar.npa,~yiilllah ityartha?t, ji'iiltclrtha ahu!:t,'
showing that the hymn attempts to extol those who used language with a
full awareness of the significance of words. It is therefore possible to
assume that views like these on the function of language and of meaning
influenced the conception of poetry too and that a tendency to attach 1110re
importance to the internal substance of poetry than to its external form
(as is observed in the earlier hymns) had already manifested itself before
the compilation of the Rgvcda was completed.

The study of the etymology of words, whose meaning had become
obscure in the course of the growth of the Veda into a Samhita, received
priority among the varied aspects of Vedic learning (Vcdanga) and deve-
loped as the Nirukta Vedanga as it was considered indispensable for all
literary studies. In the Nirukta, the celebrated work of Yaska, there is
definite evidence of the impact of the tendency to emphasisc the role
of meaning in language, as observed in the later vedic hymns. From a
study of the Nirukta one is able to see how Yaska attempted to formulate
a theory of poetics with particular reference to the semantic function of
words in the poetry of the Rgvcda.s To him, therefore, Vedic poetry
had lost its early technical and craft-like significance and oflcrcd a much
more fruitful field of investigation into the processes of language and
imagery.? Throughout his work Yaska shows a critical approach in the
scrutinisation of the literary material of the Rgveda, throwing out valuable
suggestions and ideas, which, even if they arc not directly connected with
the later aesthetic conception of poetry, seem, at least, to bring it nearer
to us.

We have no definite evidence about the date of the origin of the truly
aesthetic theory of rasa in the history of art and literary criticism in India
on account of the general uncertainty with regard to dates in Indian literary
history. Although the theory receives a full and comprehensive treatment
in the Niltyasiitra of Bharata, assigned within the broad limits of the 2nd

7. Ibid. X. 71.2. Also words which have no significance arc described as yielding "<ncitlu-r
fruit nor flower" (aphaliirp apuspiim ) Ibid. 71.5.

8. It was he who emphasiscd, as a theorist, the dual aspect of language consisting of .. word
(vag) and meaning (artha)," an idea which formed the basis of all later definitions of poetry. Diwckar,
o p. cit. p. 25.

9. Yfiska has made a significant contribution to early poetical theory in his critical study of the
simile based on the data supplied by the Rgvcda.
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century B.C. and the 2nd century A.D., Bharata himself admits that the
theory had been traditionally handed down.!? We may, however, infer
from this specially in view of the mnemonic system of imparting instruc-
tion (prevalent in the period just after Yaska and the grammarians )that
the theory dates back to a period just alter Yaska when the technical theory
of art was being gradually superseded in the light of the developments
and advances in the fine arts as opposed to the technical or practical arts
(crafts). Bharata's work also shows the influence dancing and music,
especially, among the finc arts, had on this ncw conception of art, where
the emotive and imaginativc content of the new artistic media casily lcnt
itself to a new orientation in the approach to art criticism. The exposition
of the thcory in the NatyclS(Ura appears to be so comprehensive that we
must postulate a pcriod of continuous activity spread over centuries prior
to Bharata rcsulting in its formulation in such a complete form as found
in his time. Bharata may, perhaps, havc systematised thc conccpt tradi-
tionally known, and raised it to the level of an acceptable theory applicable
to both art and literature.

The aesthetic character of the theory lies in its rccognition that music
dancing and literature or for that matter all forms of art contain an element
of emotional stimulation (bha lJa producing rasa) which was rarely grasped
by the earlier theorists who were more concerned with the external and
formal aspects of the literary and artistic forms. It is perhaps the specific
literary genre, the drama, to which, in Bharata's own words, (natye rasah
smrtab) the rasa theory is first applicable, that help cd him to analyse clearly
and critically, the gamut of feelings, impressions and images arising in the
mind of the spectator during the significant stages of a play. Thc antcccd-
cnt states of mind, called the bha vas, necessary for the production of rasa,
in the spectator, also point unmistakably to the dramaturgic origin of the
concept for they are strongly associated with the gestures and movements
of the actors and dancers."! It is also obvious that a theorist could make a
psychological or aesthetical approach to the analysis of the feelings of an
actor or dancer on the stage more readily than those of the characters of a
written poem or story. Here, therefore, for the first time in the history
of literary activity, attention was focussed on the central problem of literary
appreciation-the analysis of the psychological processes involved in critical
judgmcnt. The emphasis on external features of the literary form oy

10. Bharata refers to Druhina as the exponent of the rasa concept. See Natya~a~tra VI. 16.
11. Nanfibhinayasambandluin bhiivayauti ra,,-,n iuui.n

Yasmiit tasmjid ami bhiiva vijficyii nfltyayoktrbhih Nts, XI. 34.

. Kalidasa also refers to the manner in which a dramatic performance is capable of evoking rasa
when accompanied by graceful dancing. See Mdlavilaignimitra Act l.v. 4.
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critics of the earlier period appeared, indeed, as a very amatucrish cflort
at literary criticism in the light of the rasa theory which had the distinctive
merit of being applicable to any artistic or literary form known at the
time. Thus thc significancc of this new criterion became such a decisive
factor in literature that it. not only influenced every writer of Sanskrit and
naturally entered into the vocabulary of criticism from then on but also
formed the basis for the formulation of still more critical concepts like
d!11I()l1i. But bcfore we examine how the thcory of rasa came to be closely
linked with the very revolutionary theory of dhvani, it is interesting to
observe how the rasa concept gradually undermined the cxaggcrated
importance of the alankara concept which had motivated the literary
conceptions and aims of poets for centuries.

Soon after its formulation by Bharata, the rasa theory asserted itself
as a very useful criterion influencing both poets and dramatists in their
works. Its influence on Kalidasa is quite patent in his works, especially,
in the MiilalJikrlgnimitra. We may evcn go further and add that Kalidasa's
conception of rasa and its kindred principles marks an important stage in
the proccss of its evolution from a theoretical concept, in Bharata's times,
to a criterion applied in drama and poetry, later. But, in spite of the
refrcshing novelty and aesthetic valuc of this ncw concept, the tyrannising
dominance of the 'alailkara' school of Sanskrit poetics persisted, as is
observed in the (mahskavya) writings of the post-Kalidasan poets like
Bhatti, Bharavi and Magha, and in the theoretical manuals of Daudin
and Bhs.maha, the two outstanding critics of that school. Even in the
next important period in the history of Sanskrit poetics-thc period of
Vamana-thc full impact of the rasa theory on critics and their standards
is not seen although the ' alankara ' criterion does not [oom so largc in his
new approach to criticism through "rtti.' He had also laid the right
emphasis on the 'soul' (essence) of poetry (in his new definition of
rtti as the' soul of poetry ')12 in contrast to what his predecessors, Daudin
and Bharnaha, had emphasised,-thc (external) 'body' of poetry (kavya-
sartra) ,-which, in their opinion, had necessarily to be 'ornamented'
(alailkrta). He also set the tradition of substantiating his observations
in poetical theory with reference to the literary usagc of known pocts and
dramatists-a step which led to the elevation of literary standards in no
small measure.

Towards the cnd of the ninth century A.D. almost all the important
literary works had been produced and the new critical outlook displayed

12. Rrtir iilma kfivyasya. Kiivylankfi.rasutra. II. 6.
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by Vamana, in the KiilJyall11ikiirasfifra, focussed attention Oll the necessity
of assessing afresh the available literature, examining also the validity of
the criteria and methods of criticism employed till then. The new school
of criticism, dhvaui, which emerged in this period is of immense signi-
ficance for not only did it tackle the outstanding problems of poetics ill a
forthright manner but it also influenced the attitudes and conceptions of
later schools.

There seems to be hardly any doubt that by the time the dhvani school
came into being the aesthetic approach to art had been firmly accepted.
But the dhvani theorists found that the criterion of rasa, which was pri-
marily of dramaturgic origin, was in itself inadequate for the criticism or
poetry, where the judgment of a poem or composition depended 011 the
effective use of language in conveying the purport (artha). Thus Ananda-
viirdhana and Abhinavagupta, the authors of the Dhvanvaiol:« and the Dha-
van Yli/okalocal1li, respectively, and the chief protagonists of the new school,
attempted to build lip a composite theory called rasa-dhvani on the founda-
tions of the old rasa concept with special reference to the varied import of
words in the production of 'dhvani.' The Dhvanyaloka clearly shows
the manner in which the traditional disciplines of grammar and logic
helped the theorists in the formulation of the new concept. A term used
by the grammarians to indicate a sort of mystic essence of sound, dhl'{fI/;
was adapted as a canon of literary judgment, the touchstone of all good
and purposeful writing. It is not relevant for this discussion to trace the
possible steps in the process of its adaptation from a grammatical concept
to a poetical criterion. But we lllay inquire a little further into the salient
features of this theory in so [lr as it signifies the greatest advance in the
aesthetic sensitiveness of Indian literary critics.

Varnana's conception of the' soul' of poetry (as opposed to the' body'
of poetry, which consituted the basis of earlier definitions of kiivya) influ-
ences the Dhvanyaloka in its definition of dhvani, which is tersely put in
the statemcnr-c-Iz "yasya Mlllii dhlJani?L Eschewing the external and super-
ficial aspects of poetry in the definition, the authors of the Dhvanyaloka
attempt to show how the new criterion helps in cultivating one's aesthetic
aptitude for poetry and drama. The Dhvanyalokalocanii clarifies the
premises of this definition in maintaining that the' soul' here is rasadhuan],
the essence or substance of poetry, which is the most important out of the
three elen:ents(vastu-dhvani, alankara dhvani, and rasa-dhvani) that constitute
poetry and which the critical reader (sahrdaya) should always try to elicit in
his appreciation (rasacarvann-rclishing or enjoyment) of litcraturc.!' The
----- -_.-_ ..--

13. Locan.i I. pp. 3H-41.
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critic himself is called' sahrdaya,' accordingly, as he is one whose mind is
refined and perspicacious by his constant reading and intimate knowledge
of poetry and the consequent ability to enjoy poetry through the process
of identification with the characters and situations described in literary
works.!+ In other words he has attained a state of complete harmony or
attunement with the poet or writer (slJahrdayas(f1!wadabhajalJ,) as the follow-
ing analogy from the Niieya,~astrii, cited in the Locann, aptly illustrates.

Yo'rtho hrdayasarrvadi tasya bhavo rasodbhavah
thriraf!l vyapyate yena suskam ka.::;t-amivagninii..(Nts. VII. 7).15

This definition of poetry is subsequently subjected to a detailed analysis
with particular reference to the important literary works like the Ra1/lii.yana.
The Rnmaysna is held up as the earliest model of Sanskrit poetry which
appeals to readers by the' inclusion' of' what is charming '-lalita-pro-
vided by style, imagery etc., and' what is appropriate '-!leita-the proper
treatment and development of the theme with a view to the evocation of
rasa.16 The terms, lolita and ucita, acquire a significant value in later
poetical theory for they seem to foreshadow the later concepts of lalitya
and aucitva. The Dhvanyaloka attempts to prove that the entire purpose
of the poet is to bring out a rich ' purport' (artha), which only the criti-
cally gifted reader could elicit. To this end it makes a distinction, dividing
artha into vacya and prattyanuuia (out of which thevacyartha-expressed
meaning-produced by means of the' devices like simile etc.,' and accepted
by theorists, traditionally, is not so important as the pratiymllaniirtha, the
implied meaning of poetry, a quality, elusive and undefinable, nevertheless,
existent in all good writing, and constituting what is called' bcauty.T?
It then proceeds to establish the superiority of the pratt yamanartha in Sanskrit
literature, citing the Ramayana as a poem illustrating its validity. Here
the Locana (commentary) adds that the pratryamanartha is none other
than rasadhvani (suggestion of rasa) which the subsidiary factors (,Jastll-
dhuani and a'a~karadhlJani) of dhvani help to evoke. It is from this stand-
point that we are to evaluate the epic and in this connexion our attention
is directed to its introductory episode where the feelings of grief roused
in the author (Valmiki) on seeing the separation of the kraunca bird from
its mate seem to move and inspire him to transmute his emotions into
poetry (sokah slokatvam agatab) by a process of sympathetic identification
and consequent sublimation, (hpdayasamvadatanmayl bhavanakramad

14. Ibid. I. p. 3H-39.
15. Ibid. I. p. 38.
lIi. Dhvanv/dol:« I. p. 45.
17. Ibid. l. 49.
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iisviid yamanata I)l pratipannah);' H This 111 anncr of approach to cri ticism
is consistently maintained throughout in the analysis of the detail processes
which are said to produce dhvani. It is not possible, of course, to agree
with the dhvani theory in all its details, but there can be no doubt that, at
this period, Sanskrit poetics had not only developed in its theoretical
aspect but evol ved a comprehensive system of practical criticism.

Among the critics of the dhvani theory Bhatta Nayaka attempted
to invalidate the suggestive function (vyan}a/1ii) of poetry, yet retaining
the essential aesthetic character of the rasa theory in his acceptance of the
activity of rasacnrvana as the essential factor in literary appreciation. From
the references made to him by Abhinavagnpta in the Locana we note that
hc was in agreement with the dhvani theorists in the acceptance of a!Jhidha,
as the primary function of words, but differed from them in upholding
that bhill/akatva (the gClleralising function attributed to rasa) and
bhojakatlla (the function of enjoyment or appreciation attributed to the
sahrdaya) indicate the nature of the processes at work, more clearly.
Tlie second function of bhavaka{l/a is derived from the activity of the
bhavas (bhavayanti rasan iti bhavah), a stage in which the emotions,
though appearing as individualistic, impress on the audience in a
generalised, sublimated form. Contending therefore, that rasa is not
something suggested (in the view of the dhvani theorists) but is
experienced or relished (hhojakatl'a), he attempted to show that the

. processes involved in the appreciation of literature should be examined
and defined, more from the point of the view of the audience or reader
than from the angle of the literary work. The value of Bhatta Navaka's
theory, reconstructed from these remarks in the Locana is often minimised
on account of the loss of the text, but it is undeniable that he was, himself,
striving to define the nature of the asethetic experience, as much as the
dhvani theorists, and that, although he did not accept the dhvani concept
altogether, he was somewhat influenced by it in the analysis of the various
stages of his own theory.

The search tor the' beautiful' in poetry which was, as we observed
earlier, the aim of the dhvani school, resulted in the popular acceptance
of such terms as saundarvo, Ie/litya, oirutva, viahitti, vahokti, wlI/atkara ctc.,
by many critics of the period. New theories began to develop under the
influence of these concepts. Ksemcndra advanced the theory of aucitya,
as essential to rasa, while Kuntaka, a contemporary of .i\.llandavardhana,
maintained that vakrokti (a much older concept than aucitya) is the' soul'
of poetry and defined it further as the beauty of language (vacam vaici-

18. Ibid. Locana pp. 85-86.
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trvam, vicchittib). In the works of the pro-dhvani critics the dhvani
theory is unquestionably accepted, its premises being further clarified with
reference to the usages of a still wider range of writers. Mamrnata and
Visvanatha are the most outstanding critics among them, who in, a very
eclectic manner, give us the most lucid treatment of the fundamentals of
Sanskrit poetics, maintaining the aesthetic traditions of Bharata and Ananda-
vardhana, The exposition of the dhvani theory in the Dhvallyii/oka is
made in such an involved manner with refutations of the arguments and
counter-arguments of its critics, that we have to look for the clearest
statement of its basic premises in the KiilJyaprakilsa,19 which leans heavily
on dhvani. The Sahityadarpa/Ja, Oil the other hand, cmphasises the rasa
concept, as the foundation of dhvani, giving to poetry a definition-valqalll
rasatnialan kal'yml/20 -which has bcen accepted as the most critical and effective
of all definitions of poetry in Sanskrit. Its analysis of rasa-! could be consi-
dered a distinct contribution to the subject since the rasa theory was put for-
ward by Bharata, All attempt has also been made to define' catuatkiita, the
term which was perhaps accepted by many as implying the aesthetic exper-
ience, in the course of this analysis, and the views presented merit our
attention as we observe therein a significant development in the interpre-
tation of the old rasa theory. Defining catnatlaira as 'a feeling of surprise
accompanied by the up-swelling of the mind,' Visvanatha, the author,
quotes the view of a contemporary who held that 'the substantial content
(ssra) of rasa is catuatluira, which, when existent, the fceling of the marvellous
is enjoyed everywhere (in all litcrature.Te It is clear from an observation
of this nature that later literary critics-s were finding it difficult to accept,
fully, the conventional rasa theory (with as many as eight or nine rasas) in
view of the logical conclusion that the aesthetic function of all the rasas is
nearly the same, being intended to evoke our feelings and sensibilities in
a manner which makes our apprehension more intuitive than conscious.
It is certainly this dement of intuitive apprehension underlying the rcali-
sation of the aesthetic experience in art and literature, especially, in their
religious aspects, that led to equating the artistic experience in its developed
state with the mystic experience of religion. Jagannatha's ·definition
(in the Rasagang(ldhara of the 17th century A.D.) of rasa as ' that which gives
disinterested pleasure' is evidently an attempt to compromise the accepted

19. See Chapter IV.
20. See Chapter I. p. 5. ed, Kanc.
21. See Chapter Ill.
22. Sii"ilyndnrJln~U1.Chapter Ill. p. 1. cd. Kanc.
23. Bhoja (author of S,"n,vntik(/·~~?"abl,",n~w) hat! put forward the view that 'pigiira (of all the rasas)

is the real rasa, ill the 11th century A.D.
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ends of artistic appreClatiOn with the ascthetic purpose of the religious
cxpcriencc.U Later Sanskrit poetical theory, when it did not deteriorate
into an elaborate recapitulation of the old alailkara categories, tended in
this direction finding in the artistic and literary creativeness of man an
urge to enjoy spiritual bliss.2s

J. TILAKASIRI

24. cf. v. Raghavan-Somc Concepts of the Alankiinlsiistra. p.271.
25. See S. K. De. -History of Sanskrit Poetics. Vol. II. p. 328.
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Metre in Ear-!J Sinhalese and Some Aspects
oj its Subsequent Development

INdiscussing a subject like metre in Sinhalese poetry, it would be
appropriate first of all to examine the nature of the early Sinhalese
language. But since scholars have sufficiently discussed the tradition

of the colonisation of Ceylon together with the nature and development
of this early language, 1 such a discussion will be unnecessary here.W e
may, however, state that the North Indian Aryan speech in its several
dialects, prevalent in India during the third century B.C.,2 and subse-
quently, would have greatly influenced this early language. The early
inscriptions of Ceylon and the numerous Prakrit inscriptions of Asoka
testify to this cffect.3 It can also be true that the Sinhalese language not
only assimilated various linguistic features of the Prakritic dialects of the
mainland from time to time, but also followed their literary patterns as
well. "Poems and religious works were written"4 in these numerous
Prakrits from early times, and this being so, we may surmise these patterns
may have influenced Sinhalese writers.

We may now examine the documentary material belonging to the
early period to see whether we can observe any traces of metre in the
language. It is possible that a poetic tradition in Sinhalese literature goes
back to a very early period, probably as far back as the time of Gajabahu I
or immediately after. But unfortunately the source material for a careful
study of the art of the poet of the past has to a very great extent been irre-
trievably lost of us, for, the earliest examples of the poet's art we have, is
that of the Srgiri graffiti. But when we examine the style and diction of
the early Brnhmt inscriptions, it is rather interesting to observe the sonorous
nature of the composition of the words, and the possibility in very many
instances, of putting them into metrical form. of the numerous Brahrnt
inscriptions brought to light so £'1r, Paranavitana draws our attention to
three of them, which he considers to be couched in verse."

1. See Geigcr,W. A grammar of the' Sinhalese Language, 193R introduction.
javarillckc, D. B. etc. A Dictionary of the Sinhalese Language, 1<)3.5Introduction.

2. Grierson. G. A. Linguistic Survey cf Iuclia, 1927 Vol. I. pt. I, p. 121.
3. Muller, E. A. l. C., 1882, p. 3.
4. See Grierson, G. A. op. cir. p. 122.
5. Paranavirii.na, S. Brahmi inscriptions in Sinh-lese Vcr<e, J.R. A. S. cn., Vol. XXXVI, No. 98.

p. 58 if.
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